Benet Casablancas Domingo (1956-)

Born in Sabadell (Barcelona), Benet Casablancas studied music in Barcelona and Vienna, where he
worked with, among others, Friedrich Cerha and Karl-Heinz Füssl. He also has a degree in philosophy and a PhD
in musicology, both from the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. His works, distinguished with numerous
commissions and awards (Ciutat de Barcelona, Musician’s Accord of New York, Spanish National Recording Prize,
Composer’s Arena of Amsterdam, Fundación Juan March in Madrid, Juventuts Musicals de Barcelona, Òscar
Esplà, Ferran Sors, finalist at the Prince Pierre of Monaco Foundation Musical Competition, etc.), have been
performed regularly around Europe, Canada, the USA, Japan and Latin America by prestigious ensembles,
soloists and conductors (London Sinfonietta, Ensemble Contemporain de Montréal, Ensemble 13 de BadenBaden, Orchestre de Chambre de Lausanne, Arditti Quartet, Leipziger Streichquartett, Trio à cordes de Paris,
Deutsches Kammerphilharmonie Bremen, BBC Symphony Orchestra, Orchestre National de Belgique, NJO of The
Netherlands, L´Hermitage State Orchestra Saint Petersburg, Perspectives Ensemble New York, Ensemble 10/10
Liverpool, The Tokyo Sinfonietta, Notabu Ensemble Düsseldorf, Nomad Ensemble Japan, Ensemble Modern
Akademie, Grupo Encuentros de Buenos Aires, Ensemble Reconsil Wien, Oberlin Contemporary Music Ensemble,
Zeitfluss Ensemble in Graz, Malmö Symfoni Orkester, London Philharmonic Orchestra, Orquesta Nacional de
España, Filarmónica de Gran Canaria, Sinfónica de A Coruña, Sinfónicas de Barcelona, Tenerife, Filarmonía de
Galicia, Ciudad de Granada, Mallorca Islands, Castilla y León, Comunidad de Madrid, JONDE, etc.).
In 2008 he made his debut with the BBC Symphony Orchestra and his New Epigrams (published by Tritó)
represented Spain at the SIMC World Music Days held in Vilnius. His works have been programed in such
emblematic concert halls like the Musikverein of Vienna, the London Barbican Hall, the Palais des Beaux-Arts of
Bruxelles, the Miller Theatre at Columbia University New York, the Círculo de Bellas Artes, Auditorio Nacional
and Residencia de Estudiantes in Madrid and the Palau de la Música de Barcelona. The 2007 was awarded the
National Music Prize granted by the Generalitat de Catalunya. Early on in his career he began combining
composition with teaching and research. An advisor for different institutions and patron of several foundations,
he has published numerous historical and analytical articles (in The New Grove, Arietta, Quodlibet), and the book
El humor en la música: broma, parodia e ironía (Reichenberger, 2000). He has been head of theory at a number
of Spanish conservatories, educational director of the Catalan National Youth Orchestra (JONC) and associate
professor at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra de Barcelona. He has also been a frequent member of the jury of
several European composing and performing competitions and kept up a busy agenda as a guest professor at
several international schools, between them and regularly, the Courses of Musical Specialization of the
Universidad de Alcalá de Henares (Spain). In 2002 he assumed the direction of the Conservatori Superior de
Música del Liceu (Barcelona), a post he now combines with his work in composition and research.
His wide-ranging oeuvre, covering the most diverse genres and formats, is marked by a quest for radical
personal and aesthetic independence. The critics have highlighted his concern for balancing constructional rigour
and expressive strength, dramatic character and whimsical register, in the framework of a discourse in which a
progressively luminous harmonic language, rhythmic spirit, a growing timbral differentiation and instrumental
virtuosoism coexist. Recently he has published seven new recordings by Naxos (piano, chamber and orchestral),
Stradivarius, Tritó, Columna Música and Anemos. For the last one, recorded by the Orquesta Nacional de España
conducted by Josep Pons, he won a nomination for the 15th edition of the “Spanish Music Academy Awards
2011”. His most recent assignments include commissions from the Miller Theatre at Columbia University New
York (Composer Portraits series), the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, the Ensemble 88 in Maastricht, the
Festival Atempo Caracas/Paris, the Ensemble Cantus Croatia (26th Zagreb Biennale), the Tokyo Sinfonietta, the
OSV Barcelona Symphony Orchestra, the pianist Diego Fernández Magdaleno, the American guitarist Adam Levin
and the Gran Teatre del Liceu in Barcelona (for the opera “Io”, based on the original libretto by the well-known
Spanish writer Rafael Argullol).
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NEW VIDEOS
* FINLAND PRÉMIÈRE of "Impromptu": YouTube - Kristiina Junttu; Casablancas Impromptu, Sellosali 12.10.2010
* WP of “Dove of Peace. Homage to Picasso”: http://www.liverpoolphil.com/4411/royal-liverpool-philharmonicorchestra/benet-casablancas-dove-of-peace-part-1.html
Ensemble 10/10 perform Benet Casablancas' Dove of Peace: Homage to Picasso at the Cornerstone, Liverpool, on Wednesday 19 May.
The piece -the last one premiered by the author- was commissioned by the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic for Ensemble 10/10

* MAKING OF de "Dove of peace. Hommage to Picasso"
http://www.liverpoolphil.com/4626/royal-liverpool-philharmonic-orchestra/the-making-of-dove-of-peace-hommage-topiccasso.html
In May 2010 Ensemble 10/10 performed the world premiere of the new Clarinet concerto, "Dove of Peace: Hommage to Piccasso" by the acclaimed Spanish
composer Benet Casablancas. Watch this short documentary about the work's relevance and background, and links to Picasso: Peace and Freedom at Tate Liverpool
(21 May to 31 August 2010). This video include interviews with the key representatives involved with the commission, including Benet Casablancas, Andrew Cornall,
Artistic Director of Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, Christoph Grunenberg, Director of Tate Liverpool.

LISTEN AND WATCH
* World Prémière of 'Four Darks in Red' in New York
hhhhhhhhttp://www.tv3.cat/videos/2740690/La-musica-de-Benet-Casablancas-a-Nova-York

* World Prémière of 'Seven Scenes from Hamlet' in Londres (BBC SO, R. Fearon, J. Pons)
http://www.tv3.cat/videos/767299
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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BENET CASABLANCAS
(Born 2 April 1956 Sabadell, España)
Benet Casablancas studied in Barcelona and at the Vienna Academy of Music with Friedrich Cerha and Karl
Heinz Füssl, and he graduated in Philosophy in Universidad Autonoma de Barcelona (1982). He has also a
PhD in musicology. His music, firmly rooted in the great modernist tradition, is notable for its great
individuality, structural complexity and extraordinary richness of textural detail. Rooted in the formal
techniques of serialism, in the 1990s he became more concerned with harmony and texture. His wide-ranging
oeuvre covers the most diverse genres and formats, increasingly drawn towards the orchestral field. Critics
have highlighted his concern for balancing constructional rigour and expressive strength, dramatic character
and whimsical register, in the framework of a discourse in which coexist a progressively luminous harmonic
language, rhythmic spirit, timbral differentiation and instrumental virtuosism. He has received many awards:
Premio Nacional Disco Ministerio de Cultura de España, Premio Nacional de Música de la Generalitat de
Catalunya, Premio Ciudad de Barcelona, Composer´s Arena Amsterdam (Gaudeamus), Musiciens´s Accord
New York, Premios Ferran Sors, Oscar Esplá, Jeunesses Musicales, etc. In 2002 he was appointed Academic
Director of the Conservatorio Superior de Música del Liceo in Barcelona. His music has been presented at the
most important international festivals: Holland Festival Amsterdam, Musica Strasbourg, ISCM World Music
Days Vilnius, Biennales of Düsseldorf and Zagreb, Spanien Modern Wien, Theatre Miller New York,
Atempo Caracas, Weimar, Bruxelles, Antwerpen, London Barbican Hall, Paris, Lausanne, St. Petersburg,
Warzawa, Montréal, München, Vancouver, Bolonia, Buenos Aires, México, Stockholm, Malmö, Lima,
Rotterdam, Tokio, Frankfurt, Napoles, Graz, etc. Recent commissions include: Miller Theater New York,
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, Ensemble Cantus Croatia (Zagreb Biennale), Ensemble 88
Maastricht, Barcelona OSV Symphony Orchestra, Tokyo Sinfonietta and Gran Teatre del Liceu in Barcelona.
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
1982 Graduated in Music and Philosophy. Moves to Vienna to study with Friedrich Cerha
1990 Begins the "Epigrams" collection, that marks a decisive point for his musical language
2000 Doctorate in Musicology by the UAB. He publishes the book "El Humor en la Música"
2002 Academic Director of the Conservatorio Superior de Música del Liceo
2007 National Music Prize of the Generalitat de Catalunya. Begins the “Haiku” collection
2008 Diverse "Composers Portraits" in Vienna´s Musikverein. Madrid, Barcelona and Girona.
The "New Epigrams" represented Spain in the ISCM World Music Days of Vilnius and the
BBC Symphony Orchestra plays in London the UK Prémiere of "Seven Scenes from Hamlet"
2009 Holland, Sweden, Belgium and Spain Prémières of "Alter Klang. Impromptu for orchestra after
Klee". World Prémière of his “String Quartet nr. 3” by Arditti Quartet. Recording of his complete
works for strings. He publishes two more monographic CDs (Chamber and Orchestra) in NAXOS
2010 "Composer Portrait" in Theatre Miller at Columbia University New York. New commissions from
the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, Ensemble 88 Maastricht and Zagreb Biennal 2011
He publishes three monographic CDs in Stradivarius, Tritó and Anemos (ONE, cond. J. Pons)
2011 Egypt, “Alexandrina Contemporary Music Biennale II” (Cairo, Alexandria; London Sinfonietta)
Zagreb Biennale (Zeitfluss Ensemble Graz), Festival Encuentros Buenos Aires, Klangspuren Schwaz
He begins working on the operas “Io” (WP prev.: Gran Teatro del Liceo de Barcelona, Season
2014-2015) and “Kwaidan”, based on three japanese ghostly tales (Koizumi Yakumo (小泉八雲))
2012 WP of ”Darkness visible. Nocturne” by London Philharmonic conducted by Vladimir Jurowski
KEY WORKS
Five Interludes -Quasi variazioni- (1983; string quartet)
Mouvement for trio (1987; vl., vc., pno.)
Seven Scenes from Hamlet (1989; chamber/symphony orchestra)
New Epigrams (1997; chamber orchestra)
Three Epigrams (2000; orchestra)
The Dark Backward of Time (after Shakespeare) (2005; orchestra)
Alter Klang (after Klee) (2006; orchestra)
String Quartet Nr. 3 “raging in the dark” (2009; string quartet)
Impromptu (2009; piano)
Four Darks in Red (after Rothko) (2010; chamber orchestra)
Dove of Peace. Homage to Picasso (Chamber Concert nr. 1 for Clarinet and Ensemble; 2010)
Sis Glosses (after Cees Nooteboom) (2010; sextet)

SELECTED RECORDINGS
Epigrams, String Trio, Introduction, Cadenza and Aria, String Quartet nr. 2, New Epigrams,
Album Leaf, Two Notations, Aphorism, Three Epigrams
Various performers (London Sinfonietta, Arditti Quartet, Barcelona SO, BCN 216, etc.).
EMEC/Fundació Música Contemporània E-068 (2005)
Five Interludes for String Quartet, Two Piano Pieces, Three Piano Pieces, Scherzo, Mouvement
for Trio, Little Night music, Two Songs, Celebration
Various performers. Columna Música 1CM0112 (2004)
Piano Music (Three Bagatelles, Tombeau, Three Divertimenti for piano duet, Album Leaf, etc)
Jordi Masó, Miquel Villalba. Naxos 8.570757 (2008)
The Dark Backward of Time, Love Poem, Intrada on the name of Dalí, Epigrams, Postlude
Barcelona Symphony Orchestra, Ofèlia Sala, cond: S. Mas. Naxos 8.579002 (2010)
Seven Scenes from Hamlet and other chamber works
Ensemble Barcelona 216, cond: M. Valdivieso. Naxos 8.579004 (2010)
Complete Music for Strings
Arditti Quartet. Autor/Tritó (2010)
Seven Scenes from Hamlet and other orchestral and vocal works
Orquesta de la Comunidad de Madrid, cond: J.R. Encinar. Stradivarius (2010)
Darkness visible and other orchestral works
Orquesta Nacional de España, cond: Josep Pons. Anemos/Inaem (2010)
Chamber Miniatures
Plural Ensemble. Verso (2011; in forthcoming)
The Complete Piano Trios
Trio Kandinsky. Columna Música (2011; in forthcoming)
The Chamber Concerts
Modus Novus. Verso (2011; in forthcoming)
REFERENCES (Books, Articles and Critical Rewiews: selective list)
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Viana, A. "El Humor en la Música, by Benet Casablancas", Humor. International Journal of Humor
Research (Editor in chief Salvatore Attardo). Mouton de Gruyter (Berlin. New York; Book reviews
Humor 16-1 (2003), pp. 110-116

BENET CASABLANCAS: HIGHLIGHTS (November 2010)
PREMIERES and NEW PERFORMANCES (October-December; selective list)
* FINLAND Premiere: "Impromptu", for piano solo, Kristiina Junttu, piano (Helsinki, Oulu,
Hämeelinna, Sello-sali, Tampere)
* ITALIAN Premiere: "Lamento", for piano solo, Hyo-Sun Lim (Imola, Italy)
* WORLD Premiere: "Octet", Ensemble Orquestra de Cadaqués, cond. Jaime Martín (Auditorio de
Girona, Festival Temporada Alta)
* SPANISH Co-Premiere (Zaragoza and Alicante): "Four Darks in Red" (commissioned by Miller
Theatre at Columbia University New York), Orquesta de Cámara del Auditorio de Zaragoza (Grupo
Enigma), cond. Juan José Olives.
* WORLD Premiere: "Six Glosses on texts by Cees Nooteboom", Ensemble 88 in Maastricht,
cond. Taco Kooistra (Maastricht, Maastricht, St. Jan; Den Bosch, De Toonzaal; Heerlen, Schunck)
* New Performance: "Retablo on texts by Paul Klee", Festival de Tres Cantos de Madrid
* New Performances: "Epigrams", Ensemble Barcelona 216, cond. Ernest Martínez-Izquierdo, Festival
Ensembles (Círculo de Bellas Artes de Madrid, Auditorio de Zaragoza, Palau de les Arts de Valencia)
* FRENCH Premiere: "Mouvement for trio", Festival "Aujourd´hui Musiques" de Perpignan (France)
* JAPAN Premiere: "Introduction, Cadenza and Aria", Ensemble Nomad, Tokyo Opera City Recital Hall

In forthcoming (from first semester 2011 onwards):
* AUSTRIA Premiere: "Dove of Peace. Homage to Picasso", Chamber Concert nr. 1 for Clarinet and
Ensemble (Zeitfluss Ensemble, Minoritensaal, Graz, 14.4.2011)
* CROATIA Premiere: "Dove of Peace. Homage to Picasso", Chamber Concert nr. 1 for Clarinet and
Ensemble ISCM World New Music Days 2011 (Zeitfluss Ensemble, Zagreb, 15.4.2011)
* GERMANY Premiere: "Three Epigrams for orchestra" (Deutsches Kammerphilharmonie Bremen,
Cond. Josep Pons, Bremen, Bilbao and Barcelona, 5.2011)
* EGYPT Premiere: "New Epigrams", Alexandrina Contemporary Music Biennale (The London
Sinfonietta, cond. Diego Masson, Alexandria, Bibliotheca Alexandrina, 26.4.2011; Cairo, Opera
House, 27.4.2011)
* EGYPT Premiere: "Epigrams" for six players, Alexandrina Contemporary Music Biennale (Barcelona
216, cond. José María Sánchez Verdú, Alexandria, Bibliotheca Alexandrina, 28.4.2011; Cairo, Opera
House, 29.4.2011)
* JAPAN Premiere: "New Epigrams" (The Tokyo Sinfonietta, cond. Yasuaki Itakura, Tokyo Bunka
Kaikan, 1.7.2011)
* New Performance: "Jo tem la nit", for choir (Coro Madrigal, cond. Mireia Barrera, Barcelona)
* WORLD Premiere: "Chamber Concert nr. 2 for Horn and ensemble (ISCM World New Music Days,
Zagreb, Radovan Vlatkovic, Cantus Ensemble, cond. Berislav Sipus, Vatroslav Lisinski Hall, 5.2011)
* BARCELONA Premiere: "String Quartet nr. 3" (Arditti Quartet, L´Auditori de Barcelona, 5.2011)
* ARGENTINA Premiere: "Six Glosses after Cees Nooteboom", “Epigrams”, “Introducción, Cadenza y
Aria” (Festival Encuentros de Buenos Aires, Rosario, Córdoba, 4-13.8.2011)
* AUSTRIA Premiere: “Introducción, Cadenza y Aria” and “Haiku for Trio” ('KLANGSPUREN Festival of
Contemporary Music', Plural Ensemble, cond. Fabián Panisello (setember 2011, Absa, Tirol, Austria)
* Commission for a new work WORK: "Jubilus", by Diego Fernández Magdaleno, Homage to Jordi Savall
(Autumn 2011, Barcelona and Madrid)
* New Performance: "Alter Klang. Impromptu for orchestra after Klee" (Orquesta Nacional de España,
Nacho de Paz, Festival Internacional de Música de Alicante, 8.2011)
* USA Premiere: "Four Drafts for Strings" (The North/South Chamber Orchestra, New York City, 11.2011)
* SPAIN Premiere: "Dove of Peace. Homage to Picasso", Chamber Concert nr. 1 for Clarinet and
(Modus Novus, Joan Enric Lluna, cond. Santiago Serrate, Madrid, 27.2.2012)
* BARCELONA Premiere: "Alter Klang. Impromptu for orchestra after Klee" (Barcelona Symphony
Orchestra, Josep Pons, L´Auditori de Barcelona, 2.3.2012, 3.3.2012, 4.3.2012)
* WORLD Premiere: "Darkness visible. Nocturne for Orchestra" (The London Philharmonic, cond.
Vladimir Jurowski, Barcelona, Palau de la Música Catalana, 27.2.2012)
* Commission for a new WORK for symphony orchestra by Barcelona OSV Symphony Orchestra
(Season 2011-2012, Barcelona, cond. Rubén Gimeno)
* New Performance: "Jo tem la nit", for choir (Coro de la Orquesta de la RTVE, Madrid, Season 2011-12)
* Commission for a new WORK for a Trio and Speaker by Trio Arbós: "El Libro de la muerte", on texts
by Canetti, Bernhard and Kafka (Season 2011-2012, Spain, Austria, Germany)
* Commission for a new OPERA by Gran Teatre del Liceu: "ÍO" (Libretto original by Rafael Argullol;
Season 2013-2014, Barcelona, Madrid)
__________________________________

NEW RECORDINGS (2010)
Darkness visible and other orchestral works
Orquesta Nacional de España, cond: Josep Pons. Anemos/Inaem (2010)
NEWS: Nomination for the 15th edition of the “Spanish Music Academy Awards”

Seven Scenes from Hamlet and other chamber works
Ensemble Barcelona 216, cond: M. Valdivieso. Naxos 8.579004 (2010)

Complete Music for Strings
Arditti Quartet. Autor/Tritó (2010)

Seven Scenes from Hamlet and other orchestral and vocal works
Orquesta de la Comunidad de Madrid, cond: J.R. Encinar. Stradivarius (2010)

The Dark Backward of Time, Love Poem, Intrada on the name of Dalí, Epigrams, Postlude
Barcelona Symphony Orchestra, Ofèlia Sala, cond: S. Mas. Naxos 8.579002 (2010)

The music of Benet Casablancas, by Jonathan Harvey
We hear a lot from politicians (particularly from across the Atlantic) about 'old' Europe at this time.
For them it is a term of disapproval, of tiredness and ineffectiveness. For some of us Europeans
(including the French foreign minister) it is a term of pride. It means the wisdom of experience and
profound culture, so profound that we can, if we wish, wear it lightly; but it will still be there, guiding
our behaviour from below like the unshowy current of a deep river.
Benet Casablancas' music is like that. The past is worn lightly, but it guides from deep down. He
has absorbed well the culture of old Europe. There is the wit of Haydn, the polyphony of Schoenberg's
third period, the period when he particularly drew on the clarity of Classical phrase structure while at the
same time starting a revolution in music. The past was profoundly present to him, even though people, to
his dismay, called him a disruption in music. His teaching showed this clearly, he burrowed deeply under
the ground.
Casablancas writes with a similarly guided classic polyphonic clarity that is uncommon these days.
There are many strands simultaneously and they all echo each other loosely, parodying and transforming
as they go. They combine in coherent harmonies and bounce off chords played by, say, the piano or
grouped choirs of sound, so that there is a constant play between line and chord.
The clarity is further enhanced by the symmetries and balance of the phrase structures. Often
closure is effected by the clearest sound in atonal music - silence. At any rate, a change of texture will
appear quickly and decisively long before anyone gets tired of a set-up. That's why, perhaps, he is so
fond of the epigram form - and most of his movements are short. The epigram states an idea briefly,
punchily, with wit even. It leaves something to be desired, some mystery to do with unpacking its
meaning. This is the music of someone who does not wish to labour points: they should be made
concisely and then be done with. A musician talking to intelligent, cultured fellows - 'old' Europeans.
The vitality and energy of his work is well-known - sudden switches of direction within a very
short span give a superbly exhilarating and exuberant quality in the fast movements. The slow
movements, though, particularly ones like the second of the 'New Epigrams', or the second of the 'Three
Epigrams for orchestra' are similarly changeable, but in another altogether different vein. They are softer
and more veiled; the bright Spanish light is nocturnal and one hears more blend than brilliant blare. The
polyphony here takes on a heirarchical aspect. That is to say, some layers become principal, others are
ornamental, decorative. Texture is complex rather than multi-polyphonic (wherein all parts are more or
less equal). Atmosphere and mood are subtle and suggestive rather than classically clear, harmonics
appear, giving non-tempered pitches. One willingly acquiesces in landscapes of the imagination, with
birdsong, perhaps. Even here the form, of the phrases, of the sections, of the movements, remains clear,
the attention gripped; but not quite 100% is given, we know there is more to it, below the surface.
I am grateful for Benet Casablancas' music: and I have no doubt that his students are also grateful
for such an imaginatively cultured sensibility in their midst, one with whom the continuities of Western
culture will be safe in their spiralling evolution.
Jonathan Harvey (13 Feb. 2003)

[Published in: 'Sibila'; Sevilla, 2004]

UK Prémière of “Seven Scenes from Hamlet” by BBC Symphony Orchestra

•

Review in Tempo, Journal of Cambridge University Press, por Malcolm Miller
The new venue Music which develops and counterpoints, rather than merely illustrates, Shakespeare's play
provides the original appeal of the Set escenas de Hamlet (Seven scenes of Hamlet) by the Spanish composer
Benet Casablancas. It received a thrilling UK première by the BBC Symphony Orchestra, with the actor Ray
Fearon as reciter, under the dynamic baton of Josep Pons. He was making his impressive UK concert debut at a
capacity Barbican Hall on 24 October 2008, the concert being broadcast live on Radio 3. With its unusual format
of seven recitations followed by seven orchestral reflections, Set escenes de Hamlet – conceived first in 1989 for
chamber ensemble – displayed rich, finely wrought contrapuntal textures, with plenty of dramatic excitement
and affecting lyricism. Casablancas's idiom, often redolent of Henze's sumptuous translucence, Boulez's intricacy
and even Birtwistle's weightiness, also echoes a Bergian expressionism. That attests to his twin influences,
which, like those of Roberto Gerhard, stem from the Second Viennese School (he studied with Friedrich Cerha)
and the ‘Spanish tradition' of Falla – whose fiery ballet El amor brujo (with an authentic Flamenco singer, Ginesa
Ortega), formed the sunny Spanish context in the remainder of the programme alongside Turina's colourful
Danzas fantásticas and Ravel's Rhapsodie Espagnole.
The music is divided into seven aphoristic responses to Shakespeare's tragedy, compressed ingeniously into
seven soliloquies, all but the first by Hamlet. The ‘Prologue', Horatio's encounter with the King of Denmark's
ghost, gives rise to suitably eerie shimmering textures for celeste, string harmonics, undulating woodwind, and
overlapping solo melodic figures. The second interlude's searing, effervescent energy reflects Hamlet's anger at
his mother's remarriage in explosive gestures balanced by the contrapuntal clarity of oboe and violin solos, while
expansive drum-rolled dissonances prepare the three portraits: Hamlet, Ophelia and Yorick. The profundity of
‘To be or not to be' is rendered in a throbbing double fugue; lyrical subjects and sprightly countersubjects
dovetail like insects crowding on a watery leaf, with a climactic percussion interruption before the subjects
scamper into silence. The unusual structural rapport of text and music was demonstrated in the ‘Ophelia'
movement, where Ray Fearon's ever-characterful racy recitation, ending in the line ‘Get thee to a nunnery', was
counteracted unexpectedly by the elegiac slowness of the solo flute melody, taken up by bass clarinet and low
strings. A finde-(19th)-siècle nostalgia pervades what the composer described, in the pre-concert interview, as
the work's ‘great Adagio'. Yet it also conveys Hamlet's abrupt aggressiveness towards Ophelia – who,
significantly, receives the most intense music, as shown in the eloquent string quartet threnody which ends the
sixth movement ‘Yorick. Burial of Ophelia'. Here music and text come together for the first time in a Melodrama,
with clear hints of Sprechgesang and film music, in such clichéd gestures as tense chords after ‘Alas, poor Yorick'.
Yet overall the purely musical level of discourse is persuasive, as in the sizzling scherzo, ‘Party of Players', in
which Hamlet teases out the truth from the play-within-a-play, evoked in a dancing web of musical quotations
(including an Elizabethan jig). The explosive climax, however, is the highly-charged finale: this encapsulates how
the music is comment rather than illustration, in that its brassled eruption after the poignant words ‘The rest is
silence' potently resists the words' overt meaning to the last.
Casablancas's Easterly fusion of operatic and symphonic discourse represents an innovative genre which speaks
with intimacy and power; one hopes his more recent works – they include another inspired by the Bard, The
Dark Backward of Time, based on The Tempest – will reach UK audiences soon.
(Tempo, Volume 63, Issue 248, April 2009, pp 54-55)

http://journals.cambridge.org

UK Prémière of 'Seven Scenes from Hamlet” (BBC Symphony Orchestra, cond. J. Pons; London, Barbican, 2008)

VIDEO: http://www.tv3.cat/videos/767299

WORLD PREMIERE of “Dove of Peace. Homage to Picasso” in Liverpool
•

Review in Tempo, Journal of Cambridge University Press, por Helen Thomas
The new venue forms the core of the recently opened Capstone Building at Liverpool Hope University,
part of a sustained investment in the creative and performing arts helping to regenerate the Everton
district. Alongside the Turnage works and Mark Simpson's Nur Music for oboe and ensemble two world
premières were presented to an almost full house in the Hope Theatre: Alacrity by Michael Small and
Dove of Peace: Homage to Picasso by Benet Casablancas.
Dove of Peace was commissioned from Catalan composer Benet Casablancas by the Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic at the suggestion of Ensemble's co-founder, clarinettist Nicholas Cox. The first performance
coincided with the opening of Tate Liverpool's exhibition 'Picasso: Peace and Freedom' and included the
projection of four Picasso drawings onto a screen behind the performers. The music is a virtuosic
chamber concerto for clarinet and ensemble conceived as a continuous five-movement span lasting 20
minutes. It traced a journey from idyllic pastoralism through a period of conflict to reach a central lyrical
section. An increasingly scherzo-like mood then escalated into a climactic allegro and the work finished
with a transcendent epilogue. As such the piece might be read as a temporal realization of the tensions
and resolutions that are also implicit in the cold-war iconography of Picasso's doves. This thematic link
became more explicit when Casablancas introduced topoi of war and peace: the opening bird-call motifs,
the trumpet fanfares in the second section and the final passage. Which includes snatches of children's
folksong. At whatever level of reference one chose to hear this piece, Casablancas's mediation of modal
and modernist aesthetics produced music of expressive intensity and structural rigour. The harmonic
trajectory begins with highly chromatic clusters that are elaborated through decorative melodic lines. The
intervallic relations within these clusters form a kaleidoscope of dissonant and consonant intervals as the
different pitch combinalions are explored and discarded. Sometimes the privileging of pitches through
doublings or subtle instrumental groupings highlights modal or triadic tonal features amidst the
chromatic conflict. This process reaches a 'peaceful' resolution with the oscillation of C and D major triads
towards the close.
Dove of Peace: Homage to Picasso was scheduled to be performed live the following day at Tate Liverpool.
Unfortunately the installed art had filled the envisaged performance space but instead a recording of this
performance was relayed during the show.
(Tempo, 2011)

“Una inmensa paloma blanca salpica
con la cólera de su duelo la tierra”
Pablo Picasso (Paris, 31 de marzo 1952)

Benet Casablancas

Nicholas Cox

VIDEO: http://www.liverpoolphil.com/4411/royal-liverpool-philharmonic-orchestra/benet-casablancas-dove-of-peace-part-1.html

Alex Ross: The Rest Is Noise
Books, articles, and a blog by the music critic of The New Yorker

Chapter 15: Sunken Cathedrals
Part of the Rest Is Noise Audio Guide
AFTER MODERNISM
The rippling high-tech live-and-electronic effects of Section 1 of Pierre Boulez's Répons (p. 524 / p. 571).
Sylvain Cambreling conducting the Frankfurter Museumsorchester, Accord 465 386-2.
Kaija Saariaho, a Finn long resident in Paris, has also been affected by Spectralist ideas. This is the opening of her 1990
orchestral piece ...à la fumée, with electronically modified alto flute and cello:
Esa-Pekka Salonen conducting the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Ondine 804.
Schoenberg's "wind from another planet" blows through the music of the German modernist Helmut Lachenmann (p. 527 / p.
573). This is from his Schwankungen am Rand:
Peter Eötvös conducting the Ensemble Modern Orchestra, ECM New Series 1789.

Some other notable German and Austrian contemporary composers are Wolfgang Rihm, Georg Friedrich Haas, Olga
Neuwirth, Wilhelm Killmayer, Jörg Widmann, HK Gruber, Heiner Goebbels, Beat Furrer, Matthias Pintscher, HansJoachim Hespos, Gerhard Stäbler, and Helmut Oehring.
A few notable contemporary Western Europeans: Salvatore Sciarrino, Luca Francesconi, Stefano Gervasoni, Filippo
Del Corno, Tomás Marco, Benet Casablancas, Maria de Alvear, Tristan Murail, Henri Dutilleux, Pascal Dusapin,
Philippe Hersant, Marc-André Dalbavie, Eric Tanguy, Philippe Boesmans, Heinz Holliger, Daniel Schnyder.

See Interview with Alex Ross in ABC:
http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemeroteca/madrid/d7/2009/10/18/024.html

With Elliott Carter, Leonard Stein, George Benjamin, Magnus Lindberg, Oliver Knussen, Julian Anderson and Kaija Saariaho

COMMUNICATION OF HIDDEN BEAUTY
The Complete Music for Strings by ARDITTI QUARTET
A few years ago Ramón Barce proposed explain clearly and precisely what was contemporary music and
why should be enjoying it with the same enthusiasm and eagerness to of the music of the past. In that article,
Barce gave a perfect metaphor to define the live music: communication of hidden beauty.
The music of Benet Casablancas is in itself a demonstration of this metaphor, invites into extreme
universes and hidden beauties - hidden perhaps because we are too close to them - and the disc from the Tritó
label before us perfectly fulfills that desire, in proposing us to listen for the string quartets of the Catalan composer
through versions of which is possibly the best Quartet of contemporary music of today, the Arditti Quartet. The
album begins with the most recent work of his catalog for Quartet. The Third is a powerful and mature work
which launches "... raging in the dark..." from a pretextual poem by Yeats. Casablancas is owner of a style who
can combine the inertia of the Germanic vertical sonority, assimilated by training, with a beautiful use of
Mediterranean horizontality (enjoy a few slow times subtle and lyrical). Color, textures and melodic effect lead by
fascinating byways that break the initial inspiring roof to create a very personal space. By contrast, the album then
presents the first of the quartets, entitled “Cinc Interludis”, formative work of 1983 which are condensed with
inertia aforística many of the elements that will be common in the work of Casablancas: permanent game of
textures, melodic motives according to the pattern Note tenuto and fast series, tripartite structures or a good trend
to the restrained lyricism of certain Viennese aroma. Eight years later Casablancas returned to the love of the
group format with Quartet No. 2 (1991), which already had a prior registration by Arditti (Emec). It offers you a
bright and intense journey where the strings sing music never falling into complacency, although it also do not
boasts from the distance, with ease and beauty. To the integral of the quartets is added the intruder Trio for strings
(1992), whose linguistic relationship with the above justifies his inclusion, showing us why for the composer "...
the genre of camera not allows distraction…". The album closes with an encore, named precisely Encore for
Arditti (2004) for which away from the aspirations of amusing small toy, displays a special expressive and tonal
range that prelude already the next Quartet No. 3 (2009). The Arditti Quartet is strong, brilliant and crystalline in
the harmonic structures and passionate in the melodic speeches, masterfully serving one of the fundamental
chamber music cycles of European music of today. The Central works already had been previously recorded by
Columna Música, Fundació ACA, Audio-Visuals de Sarrià and Emec labels, but the importance of the complete
edition and the quality of the performances place the recording as a clear first reference. Casablancas immerses us
in a new, rich, surprising and musical pantonality that generates an essential album for entering in the current
music, with its difficulties and its vitality… in short, with its communication of hidden beauty.

WPremiere of the “String Quartet Nr. 3” (Arditti Quartet, Torroella de Montgrí, Spain, 2009)

REVIEW: http://www.diverdi.com/portal/detalle.aspx?id=4380

LS in Egypt: Alexandria
Concert, Tuesday 26 April 2011 8:00PM, Bibliotheca Alexandrina , Alexandria
LS in Africa

George Benjamin At First Light
Saed Haddad On Love 1
Harrison Birtwistle Carmen Arcadiae Mechanicae Perpetuum
György Ligeti Cello Concerto
Benet Casablancas New Epigrams
As part of the Alexandrina Contemporary Music Biennale II, London Sinfonietta will perform in the
Bibliotheca Alexandrina. This festival runs concurrently with the Cairo Contemporary Music Days 2011, under
the coordination of the European – Egyptian Contemporary Music Society.
The concert will include a piece by Saed Haddad, a composer from Jordan, who is the "Arab Composer in focus"
for the festival and will feature Timothy Gill, London Sinfonietta's Principal cellist, in György Ligeti's Cello
Concerto.
London Sinfonietta's tour to Egypt is generously supported by the British Council, Cairo.

Diego Masson conductor
Tim Gill solo cello

Related Event
LS in Egypt: Cairo 1
Wednesday, 27 April 2011 - 8:00pm
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27.02.2012 - PALAU 100

LONDON PHILHARMONIC
Joaquín Achúcarro, piano
Vladimir Jurowski, director
Benet Casablancas: Darkness Visible, nocturno para orquesta (World Premiere)
Mozart: Sinfonia núm. 38 en Re mayor, K. 504, “Praga”
Brahms: Concierto para piano y orquesta núm. 2 en Si bemol mayor, op. 83
Vladimir Jurowski, director musical del Festival de Glyndebourne, ha
protagonizado una carrera imparable, tanto en el escenario operístico como
en el concierto sinfónico, desde su debut profesional en el Festival de
Wexford en 1995 con sólo 23 años. En esta ocasión, Jurowski dirigirá a la
London Philharmonic Orchestra, formación de la que es el principal director
invitado desde el año 2004. Para esta nueva cita de Palau 100, el maestro ha
tenido el gesto de programar una obra importante del músico catalán Benet
Casablancas, actual director del Conservatorio Superior de Música del Liceo
y uno de los compositores catalanes con mayor proyección internacional.
También ha escogido como solista al gran pianista bilbaíno Joaquín
Achúcarro, que interpretarà el Concierto para piano núm. 2 de Johannes
Brahms, una obra en la que los valores pianísticos y los valores sinfónicos
brillan a la misma altura.
19.30 h Conferencia HABLEMOS DE MÚSICA
con Josep Barcons, crítico musical y licenciado en humanidades.
Entrada libre · Aforo limitado
La London Philharmonic Orchestra de la mano
de Jurowski y el carismático Achúcarro

Lunes, 27 de febrero de 2012, a las 20.30 h
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